Vision Statement: We envision a Commonwealth comprised of inclusive communities where all people with disabilities are valued and thrive.

Mission: The Council engages in advocacy, systems change and capacity building for people with developmental disabilities and their families in order to:

• Support people with disabilities in taking control of their own lives
• Ensure access to goods, services, and supports
• Build inclusive communities
• Pursue a cross-disability agenda
• Change negative societal attitudes towards people with disabilities

In so doing we will bring about benefits to individuals with disabilities other than developmental disabilities and, indeed, to all people.

The Pennsylvania Developmental Disabilities Council is a group made up of people with disabilities, family members, advocates, and state department representatives who work to create favorable conditions for people with developmental disabilities and their families in the Commonwealth. Created under a federal act and Governor’s Executive Order, the Council is both a planning group and a funding body, but does not provide direct services. The Developmental Disabilities Council is charged with periodically creating a state plan. It begins by learning about the present situation for people with developmental disabilities and their families in Pennsylvania. Next, the Council considers actions and strategies that will lead to more meaningful and participant lives for people with developmental disabilities in our state. These action ideas become the heart of Council's work plan over the coming years.
In order to achieve the goals in the plan, Council funds proposals from groups and organizations through a competitive bid process. The Council's work is broad and its activities are many. The Council participates in creating a better future for Pennsylvanians with disabilities by:

• Funding short-term projects that show new and innovative ways for people with disabilities to participate as respected and valued members of our communities.

• Empowering people with disabilities and their families to have a strong voice on matters in Pennsylvania which affect their lives.

• Advocating for improved public policies and services so that people with developmental disabilities may benefit from the opportunities and resources available to all other citizens and community members.

• Encouraging change in communities that embraces the diversity of the disability experience and confronts the stigma encountered by citizens with disabilities.

The Pennsylvania Developmental Disabilities Council also concerns itself with trends at the national level that may have influence in the lives of people with disabilities and/or their families. By carefully watching and examining trends and new developments on a national level, the Council is up-to-date on ways to support people with disabilities and families right here in Pennsylvania. If you are interested in what grants are funded by the PA DDC, please see our website at http://www.paddc.org/funding/projects-grants/.